timing of your observation with the Greenwich time of the same position forecast in the Nautical Almanac; and secondly, a mechanical solution, which entailed carrying Greenwich time on the journey in one or more chronometers that, having been compared with Greenwich time before leaving harbour, would keep track of it accurately enough for many months, regardless of ship movement and climate.
William Wales was closely connected with these events (Moore 1981) . After "cutting his teeth" on astronomical computations and observing the 1769 transit of Venus, he became Cook's astronomer on the Resolution for a voyage round the world between 1772 and 1775. Having with him the Nautical Almanac, a copy by Kendall of Harrison's prize-winning chronometer, and a complete set of astronomical instruments to set up ashore, he was able to judge the efficacy of all known methods of finding latitude and longitude, both ashore and afloat. After the voyage he maintained a close involvement with nautical astronomy by teaching and writing textbooks. William Wales died 200 years ago, and this is his story.
William Wales was born to humble parents near Warmfield, Yorkshire, in 1734. Little is known of his childhood except that he showed an early aptitude for mathematics. During his twenties and thirties he made many contributions to the Ladies' Diary, a magazine containing advanced mathematical problems (Knight 1856; EIC 1909) , and it may have been through these that he met Charles Green, Bliss's assistant at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich. Wales married Green's youngest sister, Mary, in 1765, and it was probably through this contact that he gained a grounding in astronomical theory and observation that was to serve him well for the remainder of his working life. In 1766 he was commissioned by Maskelyne at the Royal Observatory to carry out computations for the first Nautical Almanac (of 1767).
Hudson's Bay and the transit of Venus
Wales's first serious astronomical programme was associated with the 1769 transit of Venus. Earlier, Edmund Halley had shown that the simplest way of establishing a value for the solar parallax was to observe a transit of Venus, and teams from Canada, Denmark, England, France, Germany, Holland, India, Portugal, Russia, Spain, Sweden and the United States established more than 60 observing stations to study the 1761 transit (see Woolf 1959) . This represented the first international scientific enterprise undertaken on a global scale but the results were inconclusive (Hornsby 1763) , which made it all the more important to observe the 1769 transit accurately (see Hornsby 1765) .
The Royal Society's 1769 transit of Venus programme was one of the most ambitious scientific projects devised in Britain up to that date. In addition to Cook's expedition to the South Seas, observing parties were also dispatched to North Cape (in Norway), the Prince of Wales Fort (in
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December 1998 Vol 39 Hudson Bay, Canada), Northern Ireland, and the Lizard in Cornwall (see Beaglehole 1963, I:20-21; Howse and Murray 1997) .
When, in December 1767, Wales was interviewed by the Council of the Royal Society (which included Maskelyne) to determine whether he would be one of the transit observers, he said that he preferred to be sent to a warm climate but that he would not absolutely refuse a cold one. In the event, he was persuaded to go to the Prince of Wales Fort and overwinter there before the transit.
Accompanied by Joseph Dymond, Maskelyne's former assistant at Greenwich, Wales sailed from Gravesend on 30 May 1768 in a ship belonging to the Hudson Bay Company. Wales and Dymond were equipped with an astronomical clock made by Ellicott; a 1 ft radius astronomical quadrant by Bird for measuring latitude and for making equal-altitude observations to check the going of the clock; for observing the transit they had two Gregorian reflecting telescopes of 2 ft focus manufactured by Short (see figure 1 ) and an object glass micrometer, together with wooden stands with polar axes fitted for the latitude of Hudson Bay; and they had two barometers, and two thermometers that extended to 50°F below freezing. Also embarked was a prefabricated wood-and-canvas observatory hut (Howse 1979; Howse and Hutchinson 1969) .
Wales and Dymond reached the fort on 8 August 1768 and set up the observatory and the clock 11 days later. They then checked the going of the clock by making equal-altitude observations with the quadrant almost every day throughout the long, cold winter. On one occasion, 23 January 1769, an air temperature of -43°F was recorded.
The transit of Venus occurred on 3 June 1769, and although there was some passing cloud, in the intervals between ...the air was very clear, and the Sun's limb extremely well defined. (Wales and Dymond 1769, p482 (Wales and Dymond 1769) . In common with other observers, they found it difficult to determine exactly when the second ingress and first egress contacts occurred, because of the so-called "black drop" effect associated with Venus's atmosphere. This dilemma would later plague observers of the two 19th-century transits (see Dick et al. 1998 Howse and Murray recently re-analysed Hornsby's data using modern methods of reduction, and they derived a value of 8″.74 ± 0″.05, illustrating that the accuracy achieved ...was rather better than the 1% that Hornsby predicted, despite the difficulties in interpretation of the actual observations, (Howse and Murray 1997 p30) .
However, other astronomers of the 18th and 19th century computed different values, some as low as 8″.57116; and results obtained from the 1874 and 1882 transits did not appear (at the time) to clarify the issue (e.g. see Dick et al. 1998) . It was only in 1891 that this matter was resolved, when Newcomb revisited the 1761 and 1769 transit data. His exhaustive analysis yielded a value of 8″.79 ± 0″.051, which is not only similar to Hornsby's value but also to the presently accepted value of 8″.794148 (see Van Helden 1995) .
The Cook voyages
Astronomy and navigation were mutually inseparable on Cook's three voyages to the South Seas, and without the astronomers these voyages could well have ended in tragedy (see Orchiston 1998 p9) . Apart from their scientific role on the first voyage, the astronomers were responsible for deriving latitude and longitude, so necessary for navigation and for charting the coasts when landfall was made.
Latitude was determined from altitude observations of the Sun as it crossed the meridian, but longitude proved a greater challenge because accurate time-keeping was called for. This was only possible with the perfection of the marine chronometer, which underwent extensive trials on Cook's second and third voyage (Quill 1966 (Beaglehole 1969 p720) . The astronomical equipment provided for Bayly and Wales was similar to that used on Cook's first voyage, but with four important exceptions. In addition to the mandatory Gregorian reflecting telescopes (this time made by Bird, not Short), astronomical quadrants, sextants, clocks and watches, there were two Dollond refracting telescopes, a transit telescope by Bird, four chronometers, and new tent observatories (to protect the quadrants and astronomical clocks, see figure 2 ). The chronometers were most important -modelled on Harrison's successful "clock machine" they promised a marked improvement in timekeeping. One, known today as the K1, was manufactured by Larcum Kendall and was a copy of Harrison's prize-winning watch. The other three chronometers were made by John Arnold (see Betts 1993) . Wales was assigned the K1 and one of the Arnold chronometers.
During the voyage the most vital revictualling centre in the Pacific was Queen Charlotte Sound in New Zealand, and both Wales and Bayly went to great pains to accurately determine its latitude and longitude (see Orchiston 1997 ). The Resolution made three different stop-overs at the Sound in 1773 and 1774, and on each occasion Wales set up his tent observatory ashore in Ship Cove. It is interesting to note that the values that he and Bayly finally derived for the longitude of the Sound differed by about 1°from the first voyage figure, but little from the currently accepted value (see table 1 ).
In addition to their regular astronomical observations for latitude and longitude throughout the voyage, Bayly and Wales were able to observe lunar eclipses on 12 September 1772 and 7 April 1773 (Bayly 1773 p202; Beaglehole 1969 pp41-42), and a partial solar eclipse on 7 September 1774 (Beaglehole 1969 p532; Wales 1772 Wales -1774 
a method I believe never before thought of, I am of opinion it answers the purpose of a Micrometer to a great degree of accuracy and that it is a valuable discovery and will be a great addition to the use of that most usefull instrument. (Beaglehole 1969 p532).
Cook's faith proved misguided, for the micrometer was a far superior instrument to the quadrant when precise measurements were required (e.g. see Chapman 1995) .
Another phenomenon that generated much interest for those on board the Resolution was the aurora australis. Amongst other duties, the Board of Longitude had specifically requested that Wales ...make Remarks on the Southern Lights if any should appear (Beaglehole 1969 p725) , and appear they did. The first aurora was documented on 17 February 1773: But this was not the end of Wales's association with the Cook voyages, for in 1778 he was charged with producing the official astronomical account of the first voyage. This proved a major challenge, given Green's untimely death on that voyage and the deplorable state of his papers (see Beaglehole 1968 p cxxxiv (Plumley 1986) .
Over the years the school had developed a severe discipline problem, and one of Wales's first challenges was to remedy this, which he succeeded in doing. Under his direction the Royal Mathematical School became a great naval seminary (Moore 1981) , and it is apparent that his pupils became quite attached to him (EIC 1909) . One such pupil was Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and Frost (1972) 
Concluding remarks
During the 18th century William Wales made important contributions to science, scholarship, navigation and education. The value of the solar parallax was refined through his observations of the transit of Venus; his tomes on the astronomy of Cook's voyages and on navigation are a testament to scholarship; his role as astronomer on the Resolution was pivotal in establishing the accuracy of the chronometer on long ocean voyages; and as master and mentor at Christ's Hospital he trained a generation of boys in navigation.
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